Mesoscale cyclones in cold airstreams poleward of major frontal zones are generated frequently over the Southern Ocean. Quantitative information regarding the atmospheric water and wind fields of these systems can be retrieved from satellite-borne microwave instruments. These instruments include the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I), the first European Remote Sensing satellite European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) gridded fields for two highlighted cases and found to be moderate during the formation of the mesolow that occurred near the Antarctic ice edge and low for a comma cloud case. In addition, TOVS-derived thickness patterns show that the Antarctic case lacked strong baroclinic structure, whereas comma cloud cases tend to develop in baroclinic environments.
Introduction
Mesoscale cyclonic vortices (mesolows) incold airstreams, poleward of major frontal zones, are a frequent form of cyclogenesis over the southern oceans [Carleton, 1992] . Although the synoptic climatology of southern hemisphere mesolows has been discussed [Heinemann, 1990; Carleton and Fitch, 1993] , little is agery, quantitative observation of mesoscale wind and moisture structures of these systems can be obtained from microwave satellite sensors. Information derived from these sensors has been used to describe the marine weather conditions for several northern and southern hemispheric mesolows [Claud et al., 1991 [Claud et al., , 1993 [Claud et al., , 1996 . In a recent study by Carleton et al. [1995] In this paper, we are able to include these last, parameters in a study of 33 comma-and spiral-shaped southern hemisphere mesolows, 17 of whid• we have solid precipitation information, and 9 of which we have surface wind vector information. Fields of atmospheric wat, er parameters and near surface winds derived from the SSM/I and the first European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-1) scatt, ero•neter are comt)iled for these systems and similarities, and differences between the mesolows are highlighted. With the additional geopotent, ial thickness information from TOVS the evolution of a particular spiraliform mesolow that, formed near the Antarctic ice edge and the possible important mechanisms in its development m'e discussed. A comma-cloud mesolow is also highlighted to contrast, with the spiral Antarct, ic mesolow. The goal of this work is to document the observed mesoscale precipit, ation and wind structure of mesolows and to further demonstrate how several satellite sensors together increase the understanding of the structure of southern hemisphere •nesolows.
Data and Methods of Analysis
The mesocyclones described in this paper were chosen from a larger list of lows t, hat occm'red dm'ing t, he winter and transition months (March -November) of 1992 and from a list, of lows that occurred during March and April 1988 . The 1992 mesolows were identified through the subjective interpretation of infrared imagery from the Japanese Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS). Although derived from a geosynchronous platform, the infrared data were reformatt, ed and rectified to a polar stereographic base by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (ABM). The 1988 mesolows were identified through the subject, ive interpret, at, ion of the infrared imagery from the operational line scan (OLS) system on the F-8 DMSP satellite. Mesolows were identified on the ixnagery and catalogued according to their cloud vortex signature (i.e., comma cloud or spiraliform; see Carleton and Fitch [1993] ).
To be included, a mesolow had to be identifiable over at least 12 hours and be located equatorward of the sea ice to avoid contamination of the microwave signal. In addition, it was required that the system developed poleward of major frontal systems or within a region of enhanced convection.
To approximate the size of a cloud vortex, the radius of the system was determined as the distance in degrees latitude from the center of the system due east, to the edge of the cloud circulation center (in the case As listed in Table 1 , the IWV pattern for commacloud systems typically includes a maximum water vapor content lying along the coxnma cloud itself and a moderate decrease in IWV poleward of the maximum. The IWV •naximum varied considerably from case to case but typically ranged from 10 to 14 kg m -2 mid was significantly lower than any midlatitude system close by the mesolow. The poleward decrease of IWV typically found in comma clouds suggests the importance of baroclinic processes in comma-cloud development,. System maturity is often observed to be accompanied by kg m -2, and t,he fieIris exhibit,ed very lit,t,le st,ruct,llre. The spiralifonn {:ase described in t,he sect,ion above shares t,hese feat,ures, yet, was somewhat, at,ypical wit,h it,s unusual configurat,ion of cyclonically int,ert,wined ext,remely dry air (2 -4 kg m -2) and less dry air (6 -8 kg m-2). The last, spiraliform case list,ed in Table 2 (November 18, 1992) also differs from t,he ot,hers in t,hat, it, occurs at, lower lat,it,udes and evolves fi'om a spiraliform t,o comma-shaped mesolow. Int,erest,ingly, while it, is spiral shaped, t,he IWV is quit,e low, 6 -8 kg m -2, and when it, has a cmnma sixape, t,he vapor increases dramat,ically t,o 16 kg m -2.
IWV climat,ologically decreases poleward due t,o decreasing sea surface t,emperat,ures. In order t,o account, for t,his, t,he comma and spiral cases are separat,ed int,o cases equat,orward and poleward of 50øS. Hist,ograms of maximum vapor cont,ent, wit,hin t,he mesolows are given in Figure 14 . For t,hose cases occurring sout,h of 50øS t,he maximum IWV in spiraliform mesolows are significant,ly less t,han comma-cloud cases at, t,he 99.5% confidence level using a t,wo-sided t, t,est,. There are t,oo few spiraliform cases t,o draw conclusions about, t,he cases nort,h of 50øS.
The CLW amount,s are light, t,o moderat,e for bot,h comma-and spiral-shaped syst,ems (Tables I and 2) The wind speed histograms (Figure 14) indicate that there is no latitude dependence in maximum wind speed. The poleward spiral systmns tended to have t, he strongest winds, but the average xnaximum wind is not significantly different froxn comxna-cloud systmns.
In Table 3 
Conclusions
In this paper, we highlight the development of t,wo southern hemisphere mesolows as smnpled by multiple satellite systexns and summarize the atxnospheric water and near-surface winds of 33 more systmns. This data set is unique in that the previously unavailable coldcloud precipitation and surface wind vector fields were Of the seventeen 1992 cases (both comma and spiraliform), at least twelve cases exhibited significantly more solid precipitation than liquid precipitation. The solid precipitation was often distributed in bands or discrete "blobs", and the values were high enough to indicate the presence of convection. This provides evidence that in xnany southern hemisphere cases, convective processes are significant.
The xnajor difference between the spiralifonn and the comma-cloud-type mesolows examined to date is that the spiraliform mesolows are much drier, both in IWV and in precipitation. When the systems were separated by latih•de, the spiral systmns occurring poleward of 50øS were still drier than comma cloud systenis within the same latih•de band. These findings are not surprizing. One would expect that comma cloud syste•ns would have a •nore concentrated vorticity distribution and therefore stronger vertical motions and, subsequently, higher vapor and (:loud water contents.
However, the SSM/I provides the first, observations of these parameters.
The wind fields derived from both the SSM/I and the ERS-1 data confirm that the systems, which were initially identified from infrared and visible satellite imagery, exhibit near-surface cyclonic circulation centers. In most cases a region of maximum winds is located closely adjacent, to a region of minimum winds oriented in a fashion producing cyclonic shear at, the mesolows. In addition, whenever a mesolow was directly sampled by the ERS-1 scatteroxneter, the near-surface wind vectors clearly indicate the presence of a surface cyclonic circulation center.
This shady constih•tes our initial construct of cmnposite "models" of Antarctic Ocean •nesolows according to their characteristic microwave signatures. Moreover, our results highlight the •tility of multiple satellite systems to retrieve complementary and supplementary information on the marine weather associated with these storms, in otherwise data-sparse regions.
